HANZO HOLD
FOR SLACK
Empowering legal, governance,
and compliance teams to manage
Slack collaboration data.

BEST PRACTICE INFORMATION GOVERNANCE AND EDISCOVERY COMPLIANCE FOR LARGE COMPLEX TEAMS
Corporations around the globe have adopted Slack to power collaboration, build bridges between teams,
scale with unlimited workspaces, and find information rapidly for better business decision making. With
the integration of Hanzo Hold in the Slack partner ecosystem, organizations can apply a legal hold—
including silent holds—to enterprise Slack communication data, adhere to information governance
policies, and meet the duty to preserve data for litigation and compliance.

DEFENSIBLE PRESERVATION
Don’t copy and paste the entire Slack database for
preservation. Instead map your Slack ecosystem to
understand channels and custodians so you can scope
what requires preservation and preserve it only once.

ECA + DISCOVERY
Assess and analyze information in context to reduce
the reviewable data set, flag data for export, or identify
additional custodians.

MATTER-CENTRIC WORKFLOWS
Manage legal holds at the matter level to
incorporate Slack legal hold management into
existing workflows.

TARGETED COLLECTION
Defensibly capture only the Slack data you need, with
complete conversational context.

DATA SECURITY + PERMISSIONS
Easily manage and control access and permissions
across your team members.
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PRESERVE EXACTLY WHAT YOU NEED AND NOTHING MORE
Use Hanzo to precisely control your Slack eDiscovery processes and respond effortlessly to eDiscovery and
audit requests.
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ABOUT HANZO
Hanzo provides modern ediscovery and compliance software for enterprise
organizations. Our solutions empower legal and compliance teams to efficiently
manage the preservation, targeted collection and review of dynamic content from
enterprise collaboration applications, social media and complex websites. Hanzo
is SOC 2® Type 2 certified, demonstrating Hanzo’s commitment to data security
and serves large corporations across the globe—giving them control, visibility, and
context over their data to reduce cost and mitigate risk.
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